
Unsettling Opera Staging: Mozart, Verdi,
Wagner, and Zemlinsky
Opera, with its magnificent blend of music, drama, and visuals, has been
captivating audiences for centuries. Over time, the staging of operas has evolved,
and some productions have pushed boundaries, leaving audiences delighted,
amazed, and even unsettled. In this article, we explore the genius of four
renowned composers - Mozart, Verdi, Wagner, and Zemlinsky - and their ability to
bring unsettling emotions to life through their opera staging.

1. Mozart's Psychological Intensity

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, a prodigy composer of the Classical era, was a
master at creating emotionally charged atmospheres on stage. His opera "Don
Giovanni" is a perfect example of his ability to unsettle audiences through his
staging. With its complex characters and intricate plot, "Don Giovanni" delves into
the depths of human psychology.

Through his music and staging, Mozart creates an eerie ambiance that surrounds
the audience, making them feel as if they are witnessing a dark, psychological
thriller. His use of dissonant harmonies and sudden changes in dynamics adds a
layer of unease to the storyline.
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One of the most unsettling moments in "Don Giovanni" is the famous
"Commendatore" scene, where the statue of the Commendatore comes to life
and drags Don Giovanni to his doom. The staging often features haunting visuals
and dramatic lighting, heightening the tension and leaving the audience with a
bone-chilling sensation.

2. Verdi's Dramatic Realism

Giuseppe Verdi, an Italian composer of the Romantic era, brought a new level of
realism to opera staging. His works often tackle controversial subjects and
portray characters in a way that challenges societal norms. In his opera
"Rigoletto," Verdi explores dark themes such as deception, revenge, and
betrayal.

The staging of "Rigoletto" focuses on capturing the emotional turmoil of the
characters. Verdi's music intensifies their inner struggles, while the set design
and costumes add a layer of haunting beauty. The use of shadows and dim
lighting creates a sense of foreboding, enveloping the audience in an unsettling
atmosphere throughout the performance.

One of the most memorable moments in "Rigoletto" is the powerful quartet in Act
III, where the protagonists express their conflicting emotions. The staging often
amplifies the intense emotional turmoil of the characters by incorporating
symbolic props and dramatic movements, leaving the audience emotionally
shaken.
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3. Wagner's Epic Darkness

Richard Wagner, a German composer of the 19th century, is famous for his epic
operas that tackle grand themes and delve into the human psyche. Wagner's
opera staging can be described as visually stunning and emotionally harrowing.
His most notable work, "Tristan und Isolde," takes audiences on a journey of
forbidden love and tragic fate.

Wagner's staging often features elaborate sets, striking costumes, and grandiose
visual effects that enhance the intensity of his music. The use of symbolism and
metaphors adds depth to the storyline, making the audience experience a range
of unsettling emotions.

In "Tristan und Isolde," the Liebestod scene epitomizes Wagner's ability to
unsettle through staging. It portrays the ultimate union of love and death, often
depicted through mesmerizing visuals and symbolic choreography. The staging
accentuates the overwhelming emotions, leaving the audience in a state of
profound contemplation.

4. Zemlinsky's Expressionist Vision

Alexander von Zemlinsky, an Austrian composer of the early 20th century, is
known for his richly textured music and visionary staging. His opera "Der Zwerg"
(The Dwarf) combines unsettling themes of love, obsession, and societal
rejection.

Zemlinsky's staging focuses on the psychological turmoil of the characters, often
using distorted perspectives and exaggerated movements. The use of avant-
garde set designs and unconventional lighting techniques amplifies the unsettling
nature of the opera, immersing the audience in a world of emotional turmoil.



In "Der Zwerg," the climactic scene where Don Estoban confronts the eponymous
dwarf often features intense stage movements, surreal visuals, and jarring music.
The staging pushes boundaries, challenging the audience's perceptions and
creating an unsettling experience that lingers long after the performance ends.

The genius of composers like Mozart, Verdi, Wagner, and Zemlinsky lies not only
in their ability to create beautiful music but also in their capability to embrace
unsettling emotions through opera staging. Their mastery in delivering stories that
explore the depths of the human experience has left an indelible mark on the
world of opera. As audiences, we are fortunate to be able to witness and be
moved by their unsettling creations.
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What happens when operas that are comfortably ensconced in the canon are
thoroughly rethought and radically recast on stage? What does a staging do to
our understanding of an opera, and of opera generally? While a stage production
can disrupt a work that was thought to be established, David J. Levin here argues
that the genre of opera is itself unsettled, and that the performance of operas, at
its best, clarifies this condition by bringing opera’s restlessness and volatility to
life.
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Unsettling Opera explores a variety of fields, considering questions of operatic
textuality, dramaturgical practice, and performance theory. Levin opens with a
brief history of opera production, opera studies, and dramatic composition, and
goes on to consider in detail various productions of the works of Wagner, Mozart,
Verdi, and Alexander Zemlinsky. Ultimately, the book seeks to initiate a dialogue
between scholars of music, literature, and performance by addressing questions
raised in each field in a manner that influences them all.
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